
Soothie pacifier

 
One piece silicone design

3m+

Orthodontic & BPA-Free

4-pack

 
SCF192/45

Promotes natural suckling and bonding
Flexible medical grade silicone

The Philips Avent Soothie is used by medical professionals to calm newborns in hospitals nationwide. It’s made of

BPA-free*, medical grade silicone, and it has a unique one-piece design that’s easy to clean.

Used by medical professionals

Distributed in hospitals nationwide

Comfortable round nipple

Designed for natural oral development

Fingerheld solution

Unique design supports bonding

Easy to clean

Easy to sterilize for extra hygiene

Also available with snuggle

Soothie is sold with snuggle, a friendly companion for baby



Soothie pacifier SCF192/45

Highlights Specifications

Used in hospitals

Trusted by medical professionals to calm

newborns, Soothies are distributed in hospitals

nationwide.

Orthodontic nipple

Our collapsible silicone nipple has a

symmetrical shape that respects your baby's

palate, teeth and gums as he or she grows.

Unique shape

Soothies have a unique one-piece design that

lets you place your finger in the nipple, so you

can bond with your baby by helping him or her

suckle. They are also available in a cute bear

shape.

Easy to sterilize

Keeping your little one's Soothies and pacifiers

clean is easy. Simply put them in your sterilizer

or submerge in boiling water.

Also available with snuggle

Soothie is sold with snuggle, a plush toy that

helps babies find, hold and love their Soothies.

The Soothie and plush toy detach so the parts

can easily be cleaned separately.

 

What is included

Soothie pacifier: 4 pcs

Safety

BPA-free

Hygiene

Easy to clean

Can be sterilized

 

* Philips Sustainability Report, Ref.: SUS-007, 2018.
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